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Concept/relationship between people and vehicles -spatially/conceptually 
People is the main user and vehicles are only one part of the transports bring people to the hybrid 
building. The building should be accessible, walkable and comfortable for people. The vehicles flow 
should keep away from people flow. If there is an intersection between vehicles flow and people 
flow, I will use skyway or sink driveway to avoid the conflict of two flows. Priority is on the safety of 
pedestrian. 
 
Concept/relationship of Sacred Space to the other components of the project  
The Sacred Space sits at the edge of the hybrid building between the ground floor and third floor. 
The isolated location will keep the metal and physical peaceful feeling.   
 
Concept/relationship of Recreation to the other components of the project  
The Recreation part is the core of the building. The gym and swimming pool will be around the light 
shaft at the second or third floor. The bike circuit will be on the top floor which provides enough 
height of space and natural light for this dynamic space. 
 
Concept/relationship of Transportation to the other components of the project  
Transportation will sit on the south portion of building because there is closest to the road system 
and WestLRT. And same time, the Transportation can block the traffic noise and negative side of 
the urban influence.  
 
Identify a portion of project for Structural Section exploration  
The structural section will cut through the light shaft where the main idea will be explored. The 
connection between the building with Bow River, bungee jump and climbing are showed in this 
section. 
 
Identify a portion of project for Building Envelope exploration  
The envelope of bike circuit space will be the portion of exploration. The bike circuit space is at the 
top of building where the envelope of building is a transition from wall system to roof system. 
Various space of bike circuit has the high potential to create harmonious form with the 
surroundings. 
 
Identify a portion of the project that will be semi-conditioned -and define the relationship 
between the interior and exterior within this space  
The light shaft will be the interface between the interior and exterior within this building. The light 
shaft connects not only the interior and exterior spaces but also goes through from the above 
ground to underground spaces. 
 
Identify 2 Structural precedents and 2 Building Envelope precedents for researching  
Please see the previous precedent exploration file that has been post on the blog. 


